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Seaton Allotments Non-Statutory Rules (April 2022)
The tenancy of a plot at Seaton Allotments is subject to the Allotments Acts 1908 to 1950
and to compliance with the following Rules:
1.

Eligibility
All tenants must reside within the parish of Seaton and it is the responsibility of each tenant
to advise Seaton Town Council (‘the Council’) of any change in circumstances or contact
details. Should a tenant move from the parish of Seaton then their tenancy will automatically
terminate.
2.
Rent
2.1 Rent for each plot shall be paid to the Council immediately upon taking up first occupation of
a plot and thereafter within 14 days of the annual demand for rent.
2.2
The annual demand for rent will be sent out on or around the 1st April each year and
payment will be due within 7 days.
2.3
Any tenant who has not paid their rent by the due date will be sent a final reminder with a 7day termination notice.
2.4 The Council will provide 12 months’ notice to tenants of any increase in the annual rent.
12.2 The Town Clerk will manage the termination notices at their discretion and in view of any
extenuating circumstances presented by tenants in that time frame. It is the tenant’s responsibility
to present the extenuating circumstances.
3.
3.1

3.2
3.3
3.4
4.
4.1

4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Water
Water is becoming an increasing issue with regard to the conservation, responsible use and
cost financially and to the environment. Therefore, insofar as practicable, all tenants are
required to collect and store rainwater to use on their plot. Where space permits as many
linked water butts should be installed to reduce tap use of water.
Only handheld hoses are allowed. Whilst hosepipes are not banned at the moment
responsible minimal use is expected. Sprinklers and irrigation systems shall not be used.
Car washing is banned.
The Council provides metered water to the site, the cost of which shall be divided equally
between all plots and a bill rendered to each tenant.
Keeping of chickens & livestock on the site
Keeping livestock is considered by the Council to be a regular, if not daily commitment in
most cases and a highly responsible activity. Tenants may keep chickens on their allotments,
providing prior written permission has been obtained from Seaton Town Council. Cockerels
are not allowed. No other livestock will be permitted.
Tenants will be advised of the maximum numbers permitted, according to plot size and
application submitted.
Tenants, who have obtained consent to keep chickens on the site, will be expected to
maintain expected welfare standards laid down in relevant legislation and guidance, issued
by the Government and animal protection organisations.
Any structures, i.e. chicken shed, require permission from the Council and structures will be
required to meet suitable space for quality of life, promotion of natural behaviours, safe
containment and protection from adverse weather and predation.
And foodstuffs must be stored in such a way, for example, metal containers, to prevent them
attracting vermin and animal husbandry should be such that access by vermin is prevented.
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4.6

4.7
4.8

4.9
5.
5.1

5.2
6.
6.1
6.2

7.
7.1
7.2

7.3
7.4
7.5
8.
8.1
8.2

Any rodent activity noted on any plot housing chickens, must be reported to the
Environmental Health team at East Devon District Council.
If potential neglect is identified, this should be reported to the Town Clerk and a local expert
will be asked to review the chickens concerned, as soon as reasonably practicable. If
concerns are confirmed then, without exception, the RSPCA will be contacted, and their
advice implemented.
If needed the RSPCA will be asked for advice and guidance on the removal of neglected or
diseased livestock to other care.
Any such incident will result in the removal of consent to that tenant to keep chickens and
the rescinded permission will not be reinstated. Where the animals are proven by RSPCA
inspectors to have been subjected to neglect and or abuse, the tenancy will be terminated
without notice.
Dogs – no dogs shall be allowed on any part of the allotment site at any time.
Subletting, sharing and allocation of allotments
The tenant shall not assign the tenancy nor sub-let or part of the allotment. With the written
consent of the Council, two or more persons may share an allotment, provided they each
reside within the parish of Seaton during the continuance of the tenancy, the tenancy
agreement being in the name of one person only.
As of 1 July 2020, with the exception of those tenants who at that date already occupied
more than one allotment, only one plot shall be permitted per household.
Enclosure of Plots & Site Boundary
The tenant may enclose their plot, preferably with chicken wire or similar mesh, which shall
not protrude more than two metres above ground level and should not cause obstruction on
any pathway. Solid fencing must not be used as this obstructs sunlight to neighbouring plots.
Where a plot abuts the boundary of the adjacent residential development, tenants must
ensure that no structure or items on their plot are positioned in such a manner that may
cause damage to the boundary fence and, a clear gap should remain between the said fence
and any items stored.
Sheds and other structures
Any structure that was built before these Rules were amended in 2022 and beyond may
remain, provided it is safe.
Each plot can house ONE temporary structure on the allotment, without first obtaining the
written consent of the Council, provided that said structure:
• in the case of a shed or greenhouse, does not exceed a maximum floor area of 183cms x
244cms (6ft x 8ft) and, is equipped with guttering and water butt
• in the case of a poly tunnel, must not exceed 8’6” wide x 8’6” long x 6’6” high
• is maintained in good condition and used solely for the storage of garden
implements and materials
• is removed from the plot on cessation of the tenancy
Permanent concrete foundations for any structure are not permitted.
Netted fruit cages and compost bins do not need permission.
Any subsequent structure shall not be permitted on the allotment without the prior written
consent of the Council.
Paths & drainage ditches
Tenants shall not obstruct, or permit the obstruction, of any of the paths on the allotment
site.
Tenants shall keep all paths adjacent to their plot cut and, where a pathway runs
between two allotments, the tenants on either side will be responsible for cutting the grass
to the middle of the path. All path widths must be maintained and not encroached upon.
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8.2

Tenants shall not take, sell or carry away any mineral, sand or clay, dump material nor allow
material to enter the drainage ditch on the allotment site, nor shall they cut, lop or fell any
trees other than those on a tenant’s own allotment.

9. Conditions of cultivation
9.1
Tenants shall cultivate the allotment and use it only for the production of fruit,
vegetables and flowers for domestic consumption by the tenant and their family. Occasional
sales of produce for charity will be permitted, albeit that those sales cannot take place on the
allotment site.
9.2
The growing of any illegal crop is prohibited.
9.3
Only dwarf, cordon and espalier fruit trees may be grown on plots, and these must be kept
to a maximum height of 8 feet; no other trees will be permitted.
9.4
At any time, no less than 75% of the allotment must be cultivated and plots should be kept
largely weed free.
9.5
An area of grass or mulch for rest and relaxation can form part of the allotment up to 10% of
the whole.
9.6
Tenants must not stay overnight on the allotment site.
9.7
New tenants allocated a plot must commence cultivation within one month of taking on the
tenancy, to prevent a cycle of neglect setting in. Failure to comply will lead to review of the
tenancy.
10.
10.1

10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5

11.
11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4

4.4
4.5

Conduct on the site
Tenants shall not do anything to cause nuisance, annoyance or obstruction to any other
allotment holder. Live animal traps, air rifles, excavators or any other form of commercial
machinery, are ONLY to be used on the allotment site, following written permission from the
Council.
It is not permitted to make prolonged and excessive noise which disturbs others. This
includes power tools and radios/music players.
Fly tipping waste (including garden waste) from your plot into other areas such as banks and
vacant plots is not permitted. It is inconsiderate and money and time spent on rectifying this
lead to increased rents in the future to meet the cost of such activities.
Access to the sites must only be by the vehicle or pedestrian gates provided. Members are
expected to drive carefully and slowly and park responsibly.
Theft – the removal of any items from another’s plot without consent is theft and will not be
tolerated. Where theft is proved the Member will have their tenancy terminated with
immediate effect while prosecution might also be considered.
Storage & Waste
Compostable waste or materials to be used as manure or mulching may be kept on plots.
All other materials must be removed from site and no waste materials can be brought in from
off-site gardens, homes or building sites. Tenants must ensure that no compostable waste or
other materials are stored in a manner that may hinder grass cutting or drainage.
All glass is to be kept in a safe place and broken glass removed from the allotment site by
the tenant.
Only garden chemicals available for purchase at a normal retail outlet and intended for
domestic use may be used. Chemicals intended for commercial use by professionals may not
be used. All chemicals must be labelled and safely stored in appropriate containers that are
secure from tampering. Chemicals should never be decanted into another container and
should always be labelled with contents and warnings
No banned chemicals, asbestos or other noxious material may be held on the allotments.
Allotments may not be used for the storage of any item other than those needed for normal
allotment routine tasks and maintenance.
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12.
12.2

Signage
Furthermore, tenants shall be responsible for ensuring that each corner of their plot has a
sign stating the number of the plot.

13.
13.1

Bonfires & incinerators
The lighting of small fires is permitted, only on the first Saturday of each month (excluding
any such date that falls on a bank holiday, between the hours of 8am and 11 am. The
lighting of any such fires will be subject to the following conditions:
• They will only be permitted on the above dates and times
• Only dry organic material, that is a waste product from the allotment site may be burned.
The majority of garden waste is compostable, and every effort should be made to do so.
• Plastics, rubber and other oil-based products must not be burned.
• A bonfire must not be allowed to give out dense smoke and must be doused if this
happens.
• No fire should be left unattended.
• Any fire must be extinguished by 11am
• A bucket of water and a spade must be on hand when bonfires are lit.
• Fires should be out by the time specified above and doused with water to ensure this
where needed.
• Smoke should be kept to a minimum and not be allowed to drift towards houses or across
nearby highways.

14.

Wildlife and biodiversity.

14.1 The Council encourages biodiversity across the site. Many tenants are supportive of this and
many species - plants, animals and insects can find a haven in these threatened times on large
areas of gardening.
14.2 Tenants must uphold the protections, afforded in law, to wildlife that may venture onto the
site and should not be harmed by activities of any tenant. Equally, intentional harm or habitat
destruction of protected species is not permitted and will be treated seriously.
14.3 Small areas on plots – can be used to promote wildlife, pollination or biodiversity habitats and
will not be considered neglect.
14.4 Ponds on allotments are a positive contribution but must be sited and constructed in such a
way they do not constitute a hazard to tenants and visitors.
15.
15.1

Right of entry and inspection
Any officer or councillor shall be entitled at any time to enter, re-measure any allotment,
and inspect the allotment site.

16.
16.1

Liability
The Council does not accept responsibility for any loss or damage to tenants’ property,
implements, tools, goods, materials or crops on or around the allotment site howsoever such
loss or damage was incurred.

17.
17.1

Termination
A tenancy will be terminated in the following circumstances:
a) automatically on the death of a tenant
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b)

if, in the opinion of the Council, a plot is not managed in compliance with the Rules
detailed herein, kept free of noxious weeds and productively cultivated as per Rule 9
above, a warning letter will be sent requiring compliance within one month. If, in its
absolute discretion, the Council considers that appropriate action to rectify the breach
has not been taken within that month, and there is no reasonable excuse for such
failure, this will result in the immediate termination of the tenancy
c) if action is taken to rectify a breach in line with the provisions of 16.1 (b) above and a
second incident of non-compliance occurs within a year of the date of the warning letter,
the tenancy in question will be terminated
d) non-payment of any rent or monies due by virtue of this agreement as detailed at above
17.2 Any cost incurred by the Council in returning a plot to a standard necessary to enable reletting will be claimed from the outgoing tenant.
18. Review
18.1 Rules will be reviewed on an annual basis and published on the Council’s website. Hardcopies
will be available on request. It is the responsibility of each tenant to ensure compliance with these
Rules and any amendments thereto as may from time to time be made.
Tenant

On behalf of Seaton Town Council

Signature……………………………………………………

Signature:

Name …………………………………………………………

Name: Hester Johnson

Plot No (s) ……………………………………………………

Position in Organization: Town Clerk
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